Allosteric modulation of drug binding to human serum albumin.
Human serum albumin (HSA), the most prominent protein in plasma, is best known for its extraordinary ligand binding capacity. The three homologous domains of HSA (labeled I, II, and III), each in turn composed of two subdomains (named A and B), give rise to the three-dimensional structure of HSA. This flexible structural organization allows the protein structure to adapt to a variety of ligands. As conformational adaptability of HSA extends well beyond the immediate vicinity of the binding site(s), cooperativity and allosteric modulation arise among binding sites; this makes HSA similar to a multimeric protein. Although kinetic and thermodynamic parameters for ligand binding to HSA calculated by quantitative structure-activity relationship models are in excellent agreement with those obtained in vitro, cooperative and allosteric equilibria between different binding sites and competition between drugs or between drugs and endogenous ligands make difficult the interpretation of HSA binding properties in vivo. Binding of exogenous and endogenous ligands to HSA appears to be relevant in drug therapy and management. Here, the allosteric modulation of drug binding to HSA is briefly reviewed.